SOCI 325: Sociology of science
Nov 23 1. Administrative
2. AI from a technosocial
persepective
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Administrative
Slight reschedule
⦙ The class topics and readings for Nov 25 and
Nov 30 have been swapped (see syllabus)
⦙ If you had a discussion question due for one of
these, keep the same reading and due date,
and submit to the same place on Teams
⦙ If you had already done the Harambam and
Aupers (2015) reading, I gave you an automatic
extension on the Allen (2018) reading

Posters due next week
⦙ Posters are due at 11:59pm (23h59) next
Thursday, Dec 1 on Teams
⦙ That’s only 8 days from now
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AI from a
technosocial
perspective
(Joyce et al.)
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Technosocial AI
AI as invaluable
helper?

AI-generated image, using the prompt:
“a robot assistant doing chores in the
style of Norman Rockwelll”

OR

AI as tool of
oppression?

AI-generated image, using the prompt:
“painting of the robot uprising in the
style of El Greco”

AI is “expected to mimic, augment, or displace human
agency” (Joyce et al 2021, 2)
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Technosocial AI
Social and cultural context is relevant
throughout the AI ‘supply chain’:
Theory
• Flattening social
data and problems

Uses

• “Rendering the
world technical”

• Policing, surveillance, redlining
(but also disaster management,
recommendation systems, …)

• Normalizing data
collection

• Automation/transformation of
labor

Implementation

Targets

• Value-laden data

• Latent awareness of
how data will be
used

• Favoring ‘big’ players
(tech, military, state)
• Capitalist framework
(e.g. funding sources)

• Active engagement/
circumvention
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Technosocial AI
The technosocial in AI theory
Social factors influence the
kinds of questions that get
asked, and what
constitutes an ‘appropriate’
answer (Kuhn 1970)
“Rendering the world
technical”

Tania Murray Li & Samantha Breslin

Data representations,
objective functions,
analysis of outcome, etc.
(Sismondo 2009, Ch 6)

AI-generated image, using the prompt:
“a scientist forcing data into a table,
in the style of Joseph Cornell”
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Technosocial AI
The technosocial in AI implementations
Data and evidence are not
‘neutral’
(Gould 1981; Amann and Knorr
Cetina 1988)

Political, institutional, and
economic forces favor the
interests of powerful
players (DeepMind,
OpenAI, etc)
(Sismondo 2009, Ch 17; Wolfe
2018)

AI-generated image, using the prompt:
“a robot that only works for money, in
the style of Georgia O'Keeﬀe”
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Technosocial AI
The technosocial in the use of AI
• AIs being used to make decisions that aﬀect
This
list
was
people’s lives, such as decisions about credit or
generated by
employment, without any accountability or
transparency
a computer
• AIs being used to manipulate people’s behavior, program with
emotions and thoughts
the prompt
• AIs being used to control and surveil people
“Bullet point
list of abuses
• AIs being used to wage war and kill people
of
AI”
• AIs being used to commit cyber crimes
• AIs being used to spread misinformation and
fake news
• AIs being used to exploit and discriminate
against people
• AIs being used to violating people’s privacy
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Technosocial AI
The technosocial in the use of AI
AI and ML are used in
healthcare, policing,
marketing, sentencing,
profiling, content
moderation, …
The uses of AI are very
flexible, but tend to be used
more eﬀectively by those in
power (Adams 2002)
AI may be especially
compatible with oppressive
structures
(Winner 1980)

AI-generated image, using the prompt:
“a robot sending a group of rioters to jail
in the style of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec”
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